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Abstract: Host-guest 2:1 complexation of photoreactive alkene guests improves the selectivity of 
[2+2] photodimerizations by templating alkene orientation prior to irradiation.  Host-guest 
chemistry can also provide 1:1:1 complexes through the inclusion of electronically complementary 
donor and acceptor guests, but the photoreactivity of such complexes has not been investigated. We 
imagined that such complexes could enable selective cross-[2+2] photocycloadditions between 
donor and acceptor stilbenes. In pursuit of this strategy, we investigated a series of stilbenes and 
found 1:1:1 complexes with cucurbit[8]uril that exhibited charge-transfer (CT) absorption bands in 
the visible and near-IR regions. Irradiation of the CT band of an azastilbene, 4,4’-
stilbenedicarboxylate, and cucurbit[8]uril ternary complex led to a selective cross-[2+2] 
photocycloaddition, while other substrate pairs exhibited no productive chemistry upon CT 
excitation. Using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy, we were able to understand the variable 
photoreactivity of different stilbene donor-acceptor complexes. We found that the back electron 
transfer (BET) following CT excitation of the photoreactive complex is positioned deep in the 
Marcus inverted region due to electrostatic stabilization of the ground state, allowing [2+2] to 
effectively compete with this relaxation pathway. Control reactions revealed that the cucurbit[8]uril 
host not only serves to template the reaction from the ground state, but also protects the long-lived 
radical ions formed by CT from side reactions. This protective role of the host suggests that donor-
acceptor host-guest ternary complexes could be used to improve existing CT-initiated 
photochemistry or access new reactivity. 
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INTRODUCTION

The [2+2] photodimerization of alkenes, especially stilbenes, coumarins, and cinnamates, has been 
extensively studied as a prototypical organic photoreaction.1–11 In this reaction, light, typically with 
wavelengths of 350 nm or shorter, is used to promote an alkene to an excited stated from which it 
can engage in a thermally forbidden [2+2] cycloaddition with a second alkene to produce a 
cyclobutane. Pre-orienting the alkenes for the desired reaction using a macrocylic host molecule, 
such as γ-cyclodextrin or cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]), can improve selectivity for the desired 
photocycloaddition.1,12–22 The guests employed in these templating strategies are often donor-
acceptor stilbenes, such as 4-styrylpyridine, which form a head-to-tail 2:1 complex due to favorable 
π-π interactions (Figure 1a).  Host-guest templating of the [4+4] photocyloaddition of antracene 
guests by CB[8] is also well-established.23,24 Besides improving regio- and diasteroselectivity in 
small-molecule photochemistry, host-guest complexation can provide photoresponsive 
supramolecular crosslinks in polymeric systems.12–14,16,25–31 

Most examples of host-guest-templated photocycloadditions begin with the formation of a 
2:1 complex followed by photodimerization.1,12–20,23,24 Previous studies with cinnamates and 
coumarins have demonstrated size complementarity, in which steric hinderance prevents 2:1 
complexation, as an effective means to achieve 1:1:1 complexation and thus selectivity for cross-
products over dimers (Figure 1b).32–36 Electronic donor-acceptor interactions between guests have 
also been shown to yield 1:1:1 donor-acceptor host-guest complexes, but such complexes have not 
been used to template subsequent photochemistry.37,38 Moreover, donor-acceptor complexes can be 
excited by visible or even near-infrared light thanks to the emergence of charge transfer (CT) 
absorption bands.38,39 We wondered if irradiation of these CT bands could be used to initiate [2+2] 
chemistry in appropriately designed donor-acceptor host-guest complexes. Directly accessing [2+2] 
chemistry from the CT state is generally considered improbable due to quick back electron transfer 
(BET) to the ground state following CT. 40–43  In fact, most studies of cross-[2+2] chemistry have 
viewed CT as a non-productive pathway.3,44–46 However, there is no fundamental reason why [2+2] 
chemistry cannot be accessed by the radical ions produced by CT, though such reactivity might be 
accessible only to a small number of electronically “matched” substrates in which [2+2] can compete 
with BET.

We chose to investigate the [2+2] photoreactivity of a series of donor-acceptor stilbene 
complexes within a CB[8] host (Figure 1c). Pre-assembled 1:1:1 donor-acceptor host-guest 
complexes provide an ideal platform to investigate the influence of electronics on CT-initiated [2+2] 
chemistry because the identity of the substrates can be modified without changing the geometry or 
stoichiometry of the pre-assembled complex.38 While anionic, cationic, and neutral donor stilbenes 
form 1:1:1 complexes with a dimethylazastilbene acceptor in CB[8], only one combination led to 
productive CT-initiated cross-[2+2] photocycloaddition, indicating that this CT-intiated reaction is 
indeed very sensitive to the electronic “matching” of the substrates. We used ultrafast spectroscopy 
and computational modeling to show that slow back electron transfer (BET) following CT is 
necessary for productive [2+2] reactivity. We further found that the cucrbit[8]uril host not only 
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serves to template the ternary complex, but also protects the radical ion intermediates formed by 
CT, suggesting that host-chemistry could be used to access or improve other CT-initiated 
reactions.47

Figure 1. Previous work: (a) Head-to-tail [2+2] photodimerizations of donor-acceptor stilbenes templated 
by host-guest and π-π  interactions. (red = electron acceptor, blue = electron donor). (b) Sterically 
controlled host-guest templated cross-[2+2] photocycloadditions of coumarins and cinnamates. (c) In this 
work, we explore whether electronic donor-acceptor and host-guest interactions can be used to template 
cross-[2+2] photocycloadditions. Structure of CB[8] is shown in the bottom right.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Chart 1. Electron acceptor (1) and donor (2a – 2f) stilbenes studied in this work.
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Ramamurthy and coworkers previously showed that protonated 4-styrylpyridines undergo 
selective UV-mediated photodimerization as 2:1 complexes in CB[8].1 To enable photochemical 
studies under both acidic and basic conditions, we chose to investigate an electron-poor 
dimethylazastilbene dication (1, Chart 1) as the electron acceptor. We also selected several para-
substituted stilbenes with variable donating ability and charge as the electron donors (2a-2f, see ESI 
for synthetic details). We then formed 1:1:1 complexes of the donor, acceptor, and CB[8] in water 
(to provide the requisite hydrophobic host-guest interactions)48 and characterized these complexes 
by 1H NMR and UV-Vis spectrophotometry. 

To study the formation of 1:1:1 complexes, we added one equivalent of each of the electron-
rich stilbenes to a 1.5 mM solution of CB[8] and 1 in neutral, acidic (1 M D2SO4), or basic (0.1 M 
Na2CO3) D2O (see ESI for full experimental details). Acidic or basic solutions were used to 
protonate or deprotonate the donor stilbenes, respectively; 0.1 M Na2CO3 was used because 1 
degraded in more basic 1 M NaOD (likely via single electron reduction by hydroxide, as has been 
reported for methyl viologen).49 The 1H NMR peaks of acceptor 1 shifted upfield upon addition of 
CB[8] due to shielding, indicative of host-guest complexation.48 The relative integrated areas of 
CB[8] and 1 and binding titrations (discussed below) indicate the formation of a 1:1 complex, 
CB[8]•1. Addition of the donor stilbenes leads to further upfield shifts of the signals of 1. As an 
example, Figure 2a shows the 1H NMR spectrum of 1 upon addition of CB[8] followed by 2c. 
Relative integrated areas of the signals of 1, 2c, and CB[8] and binding tirations indicate the 
formation of a 1:1:1 complex, CB[8]•1•2c.  1H NMR spectra for other complexes can be found in 
ESI (Figures S8-S14). We followed the shifts of 1 or appearance of new peaks (depending on the 
timescale of exchange) while titrating CB[8] and/or donor stilbenes to determine the binding 
constants for all of the relevant supramolecular interactions (see Figures S15-S22 for titration data). 
These data are presented in Table 1, where “CB[8]•1•2x” refers to the association constant between 
donor stilbene 2x and the pre-formed complex CB[8]•1. During these experiments, we discovered 
that the phenoxide stilbene, 2d, degraded in ambient conditions over the course of an hour. Some of 
the ternary complexes formed quantitatively even at the lowest concentrations detectable via 1H 
NMR, indicating binding constants greater than 105 M-1.50 Phosphate stilbene 2e exhibits unique 
behavior among the donor stilbenes. Addition of CB[8] to 1•2e leads to downfield shifts of 2e 
signals, suggesting that 2e does not form a ternary complex with CB[8] and 1, but instead competes 
with CB[8] for binding to 1.  Unfavorable interactions between the partially negatively charged 
oxygens of the CB[8] portal and the highly negatively charged phosphate group of 2e likely prevent 
its inclusion in a ternary complex (see Figure S12).48  The carboxylate-containing stilbene, 2f, weakly 
binds 1 outside of CB[8], but the host-guest and ternary interactions are at least 1,000 times 
stronger, such that >99.9% of the interactions between 1 and 2f take place within CB[8]. 
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Interaction Condition Binding Constant (M-1)
CB[8]•1 D2O (1.3 ± 0.2) X 105

CB[8]•1•2a D2O > 105

CB[8]•1•2b 1 M D2SO4 (3.8 ± 0.5) X 102

CB[8]•1•2c D2O >105

CB[8]•1•2f 0.1 M Na2CO3 in D2O >105

1•2e 0.1 M Na2CO3 in D2O (4.1 ± 0.2) X 102

1•2f 0.1 M Na2CO3 in D2O (3.37 ± 0.07) X 102

Table 1. Binding constants of relevant supramolecular interactions. See ESI for additional details.

We measured UV-Vis spectra of all the 1:1:1 complexes, in addition to those of the water-
soluble stilbenes (2a, 2b, 2d, 2e, and 2f) on their own. Each of the stilbenes exhibited structured 
absorption bands in the near-UV with onsets between 300 and 350 nm (Figure S6). The complexes 
additionally revealed broad, weak, charge transfer (CT) bands in the visible region (Figure 2b). The 
CB[8]•1•2a complex CT band extends well into the near-IR, with an absorption onset of about 900 
nm.

Figure 2. (a) 1H NMR demonstrating supramolecular interactions of 1, CB[8], and 2c. Measured at 1 mM in 
D2O. Dotted lines are added to indicate upfield shifts. (b) UV-Vis of charge transfer bands of stilbene 
donor-acceptor complexes (15 mM with respect to 1). Inset shows the same data with a zoomed-in y axis. 
Samples containing 2d, 2e, or 2f were in 0.1 M Na2CO3. Samples containing 2b were in 1 M H2SO4. All 
other samples were in neutral H2O.

To investigate whether CT could be used to initiate cross-[2+2] reactions, we prepared 1.5 
mM solutions of each complex (the ternary complexes of each pair in CB[8], and 1•2e without 
CB[8]) in nitrogen-purged H2O. We irradiated the charge-transfer bands of each complex using 
appropriate LEDs: red (626 nm) for 2a and 2d, amber (605 nm) for 2c, green (525 nm) for 2e, and 
violet (400 nm) for 2b and 2f. We analyzed the samples via LCMS following 24 hours of irradiation. 
The only samples that exhibited conversion were CB[8]•1•2f and CB[8]•1•2d, but the latter 
complex containing 2d underwent degradation to a mixture of undetermined products, which had 
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also occurred in the absence of the complex. For the reaction of CB[8]•1•2f, LCMS analysis 
revealed a species with m/z consistent with the desired cross-[2+2] product, 3f (Scheme 1). 

To verify the identity and investigate the stereochemistry of the adduct between 1 and 2f, we 
subjected the crude reaction mixture after 2 days of irradiation to semi-prep HPLC purification to 
isolate adduct 3f. We confirmed the syn stereochemistry of the product by 2D-NOESY NMR and by 
the large splitting of the cyclobutane protons, which is predicted by the Karplus relationship (see 
Figures S28-S31). The syn stereochemistry is consistent with the expected face-to-face π-π interaction 
of the stilbenes in the complexes. The primary side product was 4-carboxybenzaldehyde, 4, which 
we isolated via HPLC and assigned via mass spectrometry, 1H NMR, and 13C NMR spectroscopies 
(see Figures S32-34). This compound is likely formed through oxidative cleavage of 7. Based on 
previously reported oxidations of stilbenes in water, we believe that this product is formed via 
diffusion of 2f•+ away from 1•+ following the initial CT event.4,51,52 2f•+ is attacked by water then 
further oxidized by 1 or its derivatives to form a diol, 5, which is oxidatively cleaved to the 
benzaldehyde (Scheme 1). In support of this hypothesis, subjecting an authentic sample of diol 5 
(1:1 dr) to the reaction conditions yielded exclusively 4. Rigorous exclusion of oxygen via freeze-
pump-thaw cycles and reaction under argon did not suppress formation of the benzaldehyde 
byproduct, supporting the role of 1 and its derivatives as terminal oxidants in these unwanted 
reactions (see SI). Irradiation of 2f with 400 or 350 nm light in the absence of 1 and CB[8] led only 
to cis-trans isomerization.

A control reaction between 1 and 2f conducted without CB[8] led to greater production of 
benzaldehyde byproduct 4 in addition to two new byproducts. Using LCMS and 1H NMR, these 
new byproducts were determined to be 3g, the cyclobutane produced by [2+2] dimerization of 2f, 
and 3h, an asymmetric cyclobutane containing three p-benzoate groups and one methylpyridinium 
(see Figures S35 – S38). Side products 4 and 3g would both be produced via diffusion of 2f•+ away 
from the initial CT complex. Benzaldehyde 4 arises through the oxidative pathway described above, 
while cyclobutane 3g arises from attack by a second molecule of 2f. The asymmetric cyclobutane 
product, 3h, could arise via retro-[2+2] of 3f to produce an asymmetric cis-stilbene, 6, which then 
reacts with 2f or 2f•+. UV-Vis spectroscopy of 3f reveals an absorption tail in the visible region, such 
that retro-[2+2] could plausibly be slowly initiated by the 400 nm LEDs (Figure S7). Identification 
of these products reveals that CB[8] acts not just to pre-assemble 1 and 2f into a CT complex prior 
to irradiation, but also to prevent diffusion of reactive intermediates produced by irradiation, 
including 2f•+ and the asymmetric stilbene produced by retro-[2+2]. A similar protective role for a 
macrocyclic host has previously been demonstrated for a pillar[6]aren-azastilbene system.1,53 
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Scheme 1. Proposed mechanism for the reaction of 1 and 2f. The upper portion are steps facilitated by the 
donor-acceptor host-guest interaction inside of CB[8]. Steps outside of CB[8]  are suppressed by removal 
of free 2f by CB[8]. The relative stereochemistries of 3g and 3h were not determined.

To validate that the [2+2] reaction between 1 and 2f occurs via CT, we tested the reaction 
under various conditions (Table 2). We found that irradiation of a 15 mM solution of the CT 
complex with 400 nm LEDs in 0.1 M Cs2CO3 provides the highest yield of 3f (67%, Table 2, Entry 
1, see ESI for details). Irradiation with higher-energy 350-nm light led to a decreased yield of 3f 
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relative to 4, likely due to increased excitation of free 2f instead of the CT complex (Entry 2). The 
reaction could proceed under 470 nm irradiation, albeit with slightly lower yield compared to 400 
nm, while lower-energy light provided very little product (Entries 3 and 4). Longer irradiation times 
did not change the product distribution or yields. Light was required for both desired and side 
reactions to occur (Entry 5). These irradiation experiments suggest that the [2+2] reaction between 1 
and 2f is initiated by CT. Consistent with the contributions of supramolecular and diffusion 
processes in this reaction, concentration had a significant effect on reaction efficiency, with 15 mM 
conditions leading to a higher yield of 3f relative to 1.5 mM conditions (Entry 6). As discussed 
above, CB[8] improves the selectivity for and yield of 3f (Entry 8). 

CO2

N

N
Me

Me

CB[8] (1 equiv.)
Cs2CO3 (0.1 M)

H2O (15 mM) 3 days

CO2

CO2

N

N
Me

Me

400 nm LEDs

1 2f 3f

CO2

OH

4

+

CO2

"optimal conditions"

Entry Deviation from optimal conditions Yield of 3f (%) Yield of 4 (%)
1 none 67 (25 % 

isolated 
yield)

20

2 350 nm lamps 31 30
3 Blue (470 nm) LEDs 55 28
4 Green (525 nm) LEDs 9 5
5 No light 0 0
6 1.5 mM 23 37
7 Na2CO3 instead of Cs2CO3 13 5
8 No CB[8] 20 16

Table 2. Yield of desired cyclobutane product 3f and undesired aldehyde side product 4 under various 
reaction conditions. The optimal conditions are indicated in the chemical equation above the table. Yields 
determined by LCMS with an internal standard of butylhydroxytoluene (see ESI). All values represent the 
average of two experiments, with a range of less than 5% for all cases except for entry 5, which has a range 
of 15%.  Isolated yield for Entry 1 was determined following purification by HPLC (see ESI).

Having confirmed that 1 and 2f engage in a CT-initiated cross-[2+2] reaction, we sought to 
understand why this was the only pair of substrates that exhibited the desired photoreactivity despite 
the similar complexation behavior exhibited by other stilbenes. We modelled the ternary complexes 
of 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2f with 1 and CB[8] using DFT using B3LYP functional, 6-31G(d) basis set, and a 
CPCM H2O solvent model, which have been used to model donor-acceptor host-guest ternary 
complexes with CB[8] before (see ESI for computational details).38 The energy-minimized 
structures all exhibited similar geometries, with the alkenes nearly parallel (<15°) and well within the 
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4.2 Å distance defined by the Schmidt criterion for [2+2] reactions,12 indicating that the differences 
in reactivity were not due to the geometry of the CT complexes (Figure 3a). 

We hypothesized that the primary pathway that competes with the desired [2+2] reaction 
following CT excitation is back electron transfer (BET). To investigate this hypothesis, we measured 
the rates of BET following CT using transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy (Figure 3b). We found 
that the successful CB[8]•1•2f complex exhibited much slower BET (τ = 40 ps), than the other pairs 
(τ between <0.3 and 10 ps). The relatively longer lifetime of 1•+ and 2f•+ indicates that the [2+2] 
reaction is quite slow, and is consistent with the role of CB[8] in protecting these intermediates. The 
relative inefficiency of the [2+2] reaction is further evidenced by the long reaction times required (3 days).

What is the origin of the dramatic differences in BET, and thus reactivity? We turned to the 
classical Marcus relationship, which relates the rate of electron transfer, kBET, to the associated free 
energy change according to Eq. 1:

       (1)𝑘BET =  
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ 𝑒 ―
∆𝐺 ‡

𝑅𝑇  

where kB is Bolzmann’s constant, T is temperature, h is Planck’s constant, R is the gas constant and 
 is the free energy of activation given by Eq. 2. ∆𝐺 ‡

(2)∆𝐺 ‡ =
𝜆
4(1 +

∆𝐺BET

𝜆 )
2

In Eq. 2, λ is the reorganization energy and  is the free energy change of the back electron ∆𝐺BET

transfer.  represents a combination of the energy difference between the LUMO of one ∆𝐺BET

molecule and the HOMO of the other, , and the Coulombic work associated with charge Δ𝐸CT
separation and recombination (see ESI for a full derivation).  The parameters that change between 
our various substrate pairs are  and the charge of the electron-rich stilbene. The effect of Δ𝐸CT

different  produces the well-known Marcus curve, wherein electron transfer is accelerated by Δ𝐸CT
greater CT energy changes up until the reorganization energy, after which greater free energy 
changes lead to deceleration in the “Marcus inverted region”. The effect of charge can be 
understood qualitatively. If the CT state has weaker electrostatic stabilization than the ground state, 
then BET will be more favorable than would be predicted based solely on CT energy as calculated 
using the energy levels of isolated substrates or measured by UV-Vis.   
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Figure 3. (a) DFT-computed energy-minimized structures of several complexes. The images on the right 
highlight the potentially reactive double bonds in yellow, and the angle and distances below each structure 
indicate the angle and distance between them. (b) BET monitored by transient absorption spectroscopy 
following excitation of the charge transfer (CT) complexes in water (7.5 mM). The CT band of the 
complexes were excited with a pump pulse (540 nm for 2a and 2d, 490 nm for 2c, and 440 nm for all 
others) and time-resolved optical spectra were measured with a delayed pump pulse. The plot shows the 
decay of the signal of the singly oxidized stilbenes (600 nm for 2a, 550 nm for 2c, 540 nm for 2d, 490 nm 
for 2e, and 480 nm for 2f). The solid curves show mono-exponential fits. (c) Electron transfer rate vs. 
charge transfer energy determined by UV-vis absorption onset. Labels next to each data point indicate the 
electron donor. The lines qualitatively represent the Marcus relationship predicted by Eq. 1-4. The position 
of the Marcus curve along the x-axis depends on the charge of the donor stilbene, while the position of 
each data point on the curve is determined by the CT energy of the corresponding donor-acceptor pair. 
Dotted lines indicate the Marcus inverted region. (d) CT excitation produces radical pairs that can either 
react in a formal [2+2] cycloaddition or relax through back electron transfer (BET) to the ground state. 
The relative electrostatic stabilities of the CT and ground states are determined by the charge (anionic, 
neutral, or cationic) of the electron donor.

The fact that the substrate pair with the slowest BET also has the greatest CT energy as 
measured by UV-vis suggests that the BET process falls within the Marcus inverted region, where 
greater energy differences between the charge separated and ground state serve to slow down BET. 
A plot of BET rate determined from TA vs. CT energy determined from the onsets of UV-vis 
absorption indeed reveals decreased BET rate with greater CT energy (Figure 3c). This Marcus 
inversion effect is enhanced by the differences in electrostatic interactions between the various 
substrate pairs (Figure 3d).  Weaker electrostatic interactions in the CT state relative to the ground 
state push the BET process of the CB[8]•1•2f deeper into the Marcus inverted region. This effect 
also explains why the CB[8]•1•2b, which has a very similar CT energy to the successful pair, has 
slower BET: electrostatic interactions in this pair make the free energy change of BET less negative, 
accelerating it by pulling it out of the Marcus inverted region. These trends are depicted qualitatively 
by the lines in Figure 3c.

Although we chose to study the [2+2] photocycloaddition of stilbenes, BET and its 
dependence on electrostatics should play a critical role in any CT-initiated cross-photocyloadditions, 
including [2+2] reactions of other alkene substrates or [4+4] reactions of anthracenes. Among the 
para-substituted symmetric stilbenes we studied, 1 and 2f were a uniquely productive pair for the 
cross-[2+2] photoreaction. On the one hand, small CT gaps are favored since irradiating CT bands 
selectively requires them to be in the visible, with red-shifted CT excitations being desirable. 
However, smaller CT gaps pull BET out of the Marcus inverted region, leading to faster BET that 
outcompetes the desired reaction. A possible solution to this conundrum is to introduce charge to 
the substrates, which pushes BET back into the Marcus inverted region via the electrostatic terms in 
Eq. 3. However, introducing too much negative charge to a substrate shuts down host-guest 
interactions due to repulsion by the partially negatively charged CB[8] portal, as is the case with 2e.  
Thus, 2f appears to possess a delicate balance of energy levels and charge such that it can engage in 
ternary complexation with 1 and CB[8], form a CT complex in the visible range, and undergo 
cycloaddition competitive with BET. 
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Intrigued by the potentially unique reactivity of 1 and 2f, we used DFT to calculate the 
electronic structure of 36 different para-substituted symmetric stilbenes, then used Eqs. 1-4 to 
predict the relative BET rates between 1 and each stilbene following charge transfer (see ESI for 
DFT results). We estimated the reorganization energy and dielectric constant within CB[8] based on 
previous studies of electron transfer in CB[8].48,54 We emphasize that these calculations were not 
meant to quantitatively predict BET rates, but rather to compare BET rates in possible stilbene 
pairs. No neutral stilbenes exhibited both visible CT (i.e. <2.8 eV CT gap) and relatively slow BET. 
The only anionic stilbenes that met these criteria were 2f, other more highly charged anionic 
substrates such as 2e, and a sulfonate-substituted stilbene 2g. We synthesized 2g (see ESI), but it 
produced an insoluble complex with 1 and CB[8], preventing further study. Our predictions, along 
with the experimental results of 2e as representative highly charged anion, suggest that 2f is the only 
para-substituted symmetric stilbene among the 36 we modeled able to undergo host-guest 
templated, CT-initiated cross-[2+2] with 1. 

CONCLUSION

We hypothesized that donor-acceptor host-guest ternary complexes could template [2+2] 
photocycloadditions to achieve selective cross-reactivity. We investigated a series of model stilbene 
substrates and found that although many pairs formed the desired ternary complexes, only one 
exhibited the desired photoreactivity following CT excitation. We attribute this divergent reactivity 
to highly variable BET rates measured by transient absorption spectroscopy. The optimal pair of 
donor and acceptor stilbenes exhibit relatively slow back electron transfer following CT, allowing the 
desired reaction to occur before charge recombination. This slow BET, in turn, is a product of the 
energy levels and complementary charges of the substrates, which stabilize the ground state relative 
to the CT state and thus slow down BET via Marcus inversion. We were able to translate our 
mechanistic understanding of photoreactivity into a computational screen of stilbene substrates that 
recapitulated our experimental results. By illustrating the critical role of BET in determining 
photoreactivity, our work can enable analogous computational screens for the discovery of 
additional host-guest reactions initiated by CT. We further found that the host-guest interaction 
provided by CB[8] not only templates the reaction, but also serves to protect the initially generated 
radical ions following CT from side reactions. This work illustrates the beneficial role that host-guest 
chemistry can play in discovering and optimizing CT-initiated photochemistry. 
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FOOTNOTES

† Electronic Supporting Information (ESI) available: Full experimental procedures, 1H and 13C NMR 
spectra of newly synthesized compounds, UV-vis spectra of compounds and complexes, titration 
experiments, LED emission profiles, control reactions, full Marcus theory treatment, and 
coordinates of DFT-optimized geometries. 
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